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Where are you in your Service 
Maturity Journey? 

As a service leader, your goals are to differentiate your brand with high-quality service, empower agents to 
deliver personalized and efficient service while reducing costs, and transform customer experiences. To help 
you exceed your goals and gain a competitive advantage in the Experience Economy, Oracle has developed a 
comprehensive service maturity model based on collective experiences and best practices.

Using this model and the four stages of Service Maturity, you can benchmark yourself against others in your 
industry, visualize your priorities and a plan for your initiatives, and perhaps even discover that you are on track 
to achieving your service goals.

Foundational Service

Beyond Service

Siloed Service

Advanced Service

Service Maturity in the Experience Economy

Contact Center

Dynamic Agent Desktop

Knowledge Base

Customer Portal

Service Analytics

Live Chat

Enterprise Feedback Mgt

Policy Automation

Conversational Interface

Contextual Agent Desktop & Desktop Automation

BI and data visualization

Workflow

Inlays

CTI, SMS, Co-browse and Social

Agent Scripting

Integration w Sales, Marketing, Commerce & Back-end Processes

Pre-emptive IoT Service

Embedded Knowledge
CX Unity

AI

Video Chat

Augmented Reality

FAQ

Point Solutions

Evaluate the current state of your service maturity live,  
with Oracle Service Architects.  

Request a complimentary Oracle Service Maturity Assessment now.

https://go.oracle.com/LP=85589?elqCampaignid=226027&src1=:ow:ms:mt::RC_NAMK191018P00030:&intcmp=NAMK190918P00001:ow:ms:mt::RC_NAMK191018P00030
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We believe we are recognized by Forrester as a Leader for our ability to deliver omni-channel support, offer self-
service capabilities and leverage robust knowledge management across all channels. 

“We believe that Forrester has recognized the innovation and success of our CX Service Products. At Oracle 
we want this recognition to serve as a call to action, to further push ourselves to develop technology that 
improves not only service, but overall customer experience.” 

	 –	Jeff	Wartgow,	VP,	Outbound	Product	Management,	Oracle

Oracle Named a Leader  
in The Forrester Wave™:  
Customer Service Solutions, Q2 2019

Learn why Oracle is named a leader. 

See why broad channel support, analytics, and prescriptive AI are key differentiators,  
evaluate the 12 providers that matter most and how they stack up. 

Download your complimentary copy

https://go.oracle.com/LP=86252?elqCampaignId=229913&src1=:eng:eo:ie::RC_NAMK191018P00030
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1 Leading Service Cloud Solution: Oracle 
leads with robust, omni-channel 

support that infuses knowledge across 
a broad and deep set of channels.

Oracle Service delivers connected experiences to 
both consumers and businesses with personalized 
service engagements across any channel. Customers 
can engage when, where, and how it suits them to 
get their issues solved or questions answered with 
knowledge-driven interactions and automation. 

Offering the most comprehensive suite of service 
tools, only Oracle lets organizations manage all 
types of service, including self service, contact 
center interactions across all channels and field 
service, in a single connected and agile platform. 

2 Vision of Balancing Automation and 
Humanity: Oracle’s vision focuses on 

how AI impacts the contact center workforce 
to “streamline repetitive tasks and free 
up agents to work on the harder inquiries 
and nurture customer relationships.”

Oracle Service leverages AI to increase customer loyalty 
by providing intelligent self-service and chatbots, 
acting on sentiment, and empowering agents with 
the next best action to take. Agents, having instant 
access to all the tools and customer data they need 
to do their job efficiently, can focus on the customer 
and deliver more personalized interactions.

Oracle CX transforms customer service by 
giving customers what they want, while also 
improving the agent experience, reducing 
agent turn over, increasing productivity 
and unleashing brand advocates.

3 Global Customers (SMB, Mid-Size, 
Enterprise): Oracle CX Service is used by 

more than 2,000 customers across all industries.

Committed to the success of its global customer 
base, Oracle delivers new functionality and updates 
to its platform designed to meet the needs of its 
customers and ever-changing industry requirements.

4 Roadmap Excellence: Incremental 
improvements to user experience, 

omni-channel capabilities, agent guidance, 
and knowledge management.

Oracle offers the latest technology and channels 
seamlessly integrated into the platform so that 
organizations can deliver truly differentiated service. 

Oracle has a long history of innovation and 
plans to continue product investment for 
improvement and support going forward 
with continuous innovation releases.

6 Reasons Why We Believe You Should 
Consider Oracle Service Cloud
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5 Operational Management: Reports 
that forecast agent workloads 

and monitor agent performance. 

Oracle empowers a strategic approach to Service  
by providing organizations with the tools and  
reporting to optimize their strategy with 
unprecedented visibility into their operations. 
Service leaders can create role appropriate 
visibility within the UI and reporting for all areas 
of their business – ensuring that the right account 
relationships are developed and nurtured.

6 CX Service for the Big Picture: Oracle CX 
Service is part of a broader CRM portfolio 

all across front and back office journeys. 

Built on a unified CX platform, Oracle Service delivers 
a unified customer experience by maintaining 
a 360-degree view of the customer on one 
common data model across sales and service.

Oracle CX is a complete platform for service, 
sales, marketing and commerce professionals, 
offering connected data, connected intelligence 
and connected experiences to drive revenue.

Don’t settle for less.  
See why Oracle delivers everything you need for great service, learn more.

CONNECTED 
EXPERIENCE

CONNECTED 
DATA

CONNECTED 
INTELLIGENCE

Growing Revenue in the 
Experience Economy

DATA

https://www.oracle.com/applications/customer-experience/transform-customer-experience-with-service-cloud/
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Oracle Corporation, World Headquarters  
500 Oracle Parkway  
Redwood Shores, CA 94065, USA

Worldwide Inquiries 
Phone: +1.650.506.7000 
Fax: +1.650.506.7200

Together we’re creating 
tomorrow’s CX, today. 

Explore Oracle Service Cloud. 

CONNECT WITH US AND SHARE YOUR CX INSIGHTS.

1.800.633.0738

Facebook >> 

Twitter >>

LinkedIn >>

Blog >>

Intergrated Cloud Applications & Platform Services

https://www.oracle.com/applications/customer-experience/service/
https://www.facebook.com/OracleCustomerExperience/
https://twitter.com/OracleCX
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/oracle-cx
https://smartercx.com/

